
 
             Professional of the Year Award 

 

Winner: Paul Farrell 

 

Paul is a strong and highly respected industry leader that as owner and 
Managing Director of NGIS has driven the success of his business to be the 
most awarded spatial business in the Asia Pacific region. Paul is a strategic 
thinker who has an appetite for seeing how spatial information can change 
business and society for the better.  

Paul has been the recipient of the prestigious 40under40 award and in 2010 
received an EY Entrepreneur of the Year award. Paul has held significant 
leadership roles including National Chair of SIBA, the Industry Representative 
on the FrontierSI board, WA Vice Chair of Australian Information Industry 
Association and Director of the WA Regional Development Trust, all roles 
which Paul was elected into by his peers.  

Paul believes strongly in the democratisation of spatial information and the 
continued proliferation of location based services in business and government. 
He was the key figure that established the formal partnership between NGIS 
and Google, a partnership that has led to NGIS gaining Premier Partner status 
and becoming the only dedicated spatial brand to be a Premier Partner with 
Google worldwide.  

Paul’s leadership has guided some of the most important projects to be 
delivered by the Australian spatial industry. He played a major role in the 
Mapping Exposure to Sea Level Rise in the Pacific project that was delivered by 
NGIS. At the Climate Change Conference in Paris in 2015 this project was given 
a UN Lighthouse Award for being a worldwide game changing initiative for 
addressing climate change.  

Paul continues to be one of the strongest voices in the spatial industry and is a 
beacon across industry and government for an outcome driven approach to 
the use of spatial technology and data. 

Judges comments: 



“Paul is a high achiever and this is reflected in the success of NGIS in gaining 
unique and high profile partnerships with Esri and Google and also being one of 
the most awarded spatial business in the Asia Pacific Region.  He is incredibly 
active in the spatial industry through many prominent roles that promote the 
value of spatial technology to the wider community and influence the direction 
of research and development.  Paul is clearly well respected by his peers 
through his sustained contribution to the spatial industry over many years and 
this has been significant in lifting the status of the profession.”   

 


